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Background
Step-by-Step Guide
This document will guide the user through how to install and use all three
versions of FlightPlanner.
Although FlightPlanner is very simple to use, some understanding of aerial
image acquisition is required. However, if you have purchased this software, or
even if you’re running the trial version, it is very likely that you already have
some knowledge of aerial imaging.
In this guide, we will try to describe every single feature of the software, but as
we’re adding new features all the time, sometimes it is hard to keep up! Please
let us know if we’ve missed something.
A complete understanding of how the software works will be gained by
experimenting with different flight plans and using all the features. We
encourage you to experiment as much as possible.
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About FlightPlanner
FlightPlanner is a powerful application for creating accurate airborne image
acquisition flight plans. It comes in three different versions: Classic, Pro and
Ultimate.
If you regularly undertake airborne image acquisition, either in manned aircraft
or UAVs, you will be well aware of the need to create a flight plan. You have to
know where to place the flight lines, so you can get the exact ground
resolution that you require, and just the right amount of overlap between
neighbouring lines.
FlightPlanner will create flight lines over an area of interest defined by a
polygon, based on imaging parameters specified by the user. The resulting
flight plan, which is created automatically by the software, can be manually
edited to create the desired result.
FlightPlanner is specifically designed to make the planning process quick and
easy. You can vary all the imaging parameters to get the perfect flight plan. All
the calculations are done fully automatically, meaning flight plans can be
created in seconds. The interactive graphical environment is user-friendly and
extremely easy to use.
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FlightPlanner Versions
FlightPlanner Classic has all the basic
functionality that a user could require: either
import or draw a polygon, and then create flight
lines and camera trigger points based on userdefined imaging parameters. Results are output
in multiple formats.

FlightPlanner Pro gives many extra features,
including linear (path) flight plans, free draw
mode and use of terrain models to create even
more accurate flight plans. Importantly, users
can import a background map to help with the
planning process.

FlightPlanner Ultimate adds even more features
to our award-winning software. Creating flight
plans with flight lines of varying heights, and
importing unlimited numbers of background
maps are just two important features.
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Features

FlightPlanner FlightPlanner FlightPlanner
Classic
Pro
Ultimate

Import .KML polygons







Draw polygons on streamed background
maps
Database of dozens of DSLR and other
cameras













Add new cameras to the database







Create parallel flight lines with cross lines







Export in multiple formats (.KML, ForeFlight)







Full support for the Aviatrix FMS







Path flight line mode





Free draw mode





Selected entity information





Use terrain height when flight planning





Import .KML for view only





Limited to 1
map at a time

Unlimited





Import static background maps
Vary trigger point heights
Create flight lines of different heights



Import ESRI shape files and ASCII text files



Import TopoFlight and Track’Air files



Export flight line heights for Aviatrix Pro



… and many more features coming soon.
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Updates and Upgrades
From time to time, AeroScientific will produce updates and upgrades to its
product range. An update is a new version of the software with bug fixes,
improvements and minor new features. An upgrade is a completely new
release of the software which incorporates significant changes.
Updates are free, whereas upgrading will incur a fee. However there is no
obligation to upgrade if you are happy with the current version of the
software. Download links for updates and upgrades will automatically be sent
to every registered user. Please make sure your contact details are up to date,
so that you will be able to continue to receive upgrades.
To install an update, it is wise to uninstall the current version first, before
installing the new version. However, for upgrades there is no need to uninstall
the current version.
Any current valid licence code will also be valid for all updated versions of the
same software. Upgrades however will require a new licence code, which can
be purchased after the end of the trial period.
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System Requirements
FlightPlanner will work on most versions of Windows. It has been extensively
tested on Windows 8, Windows 7 and Windows XP. Although it has not been
thoroughly tested on Windows 2000, it should operate normally.
FlightPlanner will not work on Mac OS (including iPhone and iPad). In the
future we may look at supporting Mac OS, but currently we don’t have any
plans to do so.
Likewise, in the future we may also consider an Android version, but that’s also
not currently on our to-do list.
It is recommended that you have a keyboard and three button mouse;
FlightPlanner has not been optimized for use on touch-screen devices.
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Software Installation
Install FlightPlanner onto the computer on which it will be used: Double click
the set-up file and follow the instructions
Note: you MUST be an Admin user, and not a standard user
On first installation, FlightPlanner is fully functional for 30 days. At any time, an
unlock code can be entered to remove the time limitation of the software.
Note that the purchase of a licence is only valid for one computer –the licence
cannot be moved between computers. If you want to use FlightPlanner on a
second computer, you will have to purchase a second licence.
If you choose to upgrade from Classic to Pro, or Pro to Ultimate, we will
provide you with a licence for the same computer on which the original
software is already running. Both versions (old and new) will run side by side
on that computer.

Unlocking the Software
1. Click the “Generate licence”
button.
2. Copy the 8 digit licence number,
and send it to us at:
info@aeroscientific.com.au
3. We’ll send you an unlock code.
4. Paste the unlock code into the
space provided
5. Click “Unlock”
6. A dialogue window will confirm
that the software has been
successfully unlocked.
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Basic Operation and Import Functions
Flight Planning Workflow Overview
1. Define the area of interest to be imaged by creating a polygon or path.
2. The polygon/path can be created in FlightPlanner itself, or it can be
imported. Different versions of FlightPlanner have different import options.
3. Specify the camera and imaging parameters. FlightPlanner contains a
database of dozens of cameras, or the user can add their own camera to
the database.
4. Generate the initial flight plan.
5. Manually modify the generated flight plan to better meet the project
requirements.
6. Export the flight plan and associated data.
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Starting FlightPlanner: Online/Offline Mode
When FlightPlanner is started, it will operate in one of two modes: Online
Mode or Offline Mode, depending on whether there is an internet connection.
If the computer is connected to the internet, then by default FlightPlanner will
start in online mode. If no internet connection is detected, then offline mode is
automatically activated.
Online mode
In online mode, live maps are streamed
over the internet. The user can
pan/zoom the map to the location
where the flight plan is required. It is
then possible to draw the polygon or
path for the area of interest, and create
the flight plan.

Offline mode
In offline mode, the live maps are not
available. The user can either import
the polygon/path (e.g. as a .KML file), or
load a background map, and use that to
define where the polygon/path should
be drawn.
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Importing Background Maps
Irrespective of whether FlightPlanner is running in online mode or offline
mode, the user can import background maps (one at a time for Pro, and
unlimited for Ultimate).
The function for importing
background maps can be
found under the Import
menu:

It is important that background maps are formatted correctly. FlightPlanner
will check for the correct format, but the user should try to ensure that the
correct format is used.
Background maps must have a geographic projection. The “.prj file” should
contain the following information:
GEOGCS["GCS_WGS_1984",DATUM["D_WGS84",SPHEROID["WGS84",6378137,29
8.257223560493]],PRIMEM["Greenwich",0],UNIT["Degree",0.0174532925
19943295]]

Background maps must either be .jpg, .tif or .png images. They must have
corresponding world files (.jgw, .tfw, .pgw), and obviously the .prj file.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

Clicking this function brings up the import maps dialogue box:

Appropriately formatted background maps can be created in any common GIS
software package. Our recommendation is Global Mapper.
The advantages of being able to use background maps are significant:
• FlightPlanner doesn’t require an internet connection
• Specialist maps can be imported (airspace maps, topographic maps etc.)
• Maps can even be image mosaics created from previous acquisition
flights over the same region

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only
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Importing a Polygon or Path
A polygon or path is required to define the area where the flight plan is
required.
Polygons/paths can either be drawn in FlightPlanner using the drawing tools,
or they can be imported.
Different versions of FlightPlanner allow the import of different file types:
• Classic and Pro: .KML, .KMZ
• Ultimate: .KML, .KMZ, ESRI shape, ASCII, Track’Air, Topoflight
All versions of the software can load FlightPlanner’s own proprietary format
flight plan files (FPL).
Note: Only FlightPlanner Pro and Ultimate have the path feature enabled.

Drawing a Polygon or Path
If a polygon or path is not imported, the drawing tools in FlightPlanner can be
used to draw one.
• Use the polygon drawing tool to manually draw a polygon.
• Use the path drawing tool to manually draw a path.
Note that the path drawing tools are not available in FlightPlanner Classic.
After selecting the tool, click on the live map or background map at the points
where you would like the vertices. Obviously, the drawing tools can only be
used if there is a background map (either live streaming or imported): the
background map is required to know where the polygon should be drawn.
To delete the last added point, you can hit the DEL button. Hit ESC or ENTER to
finish the polygon drawing process.
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Importing Background Polygons
FlightPlanner Ultimate offers the extra functionality of being able to import
background polygons. Background polygons can be very useful when planning
where to draw new polygons.
The image shows background polygons (in blue) and a new polygon being
drawn (in green).

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

To import background polygons, click Import, then click “.KML/.KMZ file…”
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Importing a Text File
FlightPlanner Pro and Ultimate can import an ASCII text file of start and end
points of flight lines and trigger points from which a flight plan can be created.
The “wizard” for importing a text file provides flexible functionality.
Support exists for both UTM coordinates and geographic, but no other
coordinate systems.
The tabs switch between Flight Line information and Trigger Points.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

Flight Lines:

Trigger Points:
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Flight Planning (Polygons)
Creating a Polygon Flight Plan
Polygon flight plans are used when image data is required over a wide area.
The process for creating polygon flight plans is as follows:
1. Use the drawing tools to draw a polygon, or import a polygon directly into
FlightPlanner.
2. When the polygon is complete, hit the ENTER or ESC key.
3. When prompted, click “YES” to select the camera.
4. If “NO” is clicked, then the camera dialogue box can be accessed by the
camera button on the toolbar, or by clicking “Process”, then “Project
Parameters…”
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Project Parameters (Polygons)
1. Select the camera from the drop-down list, or if the required camera is not
listed, click the “Add new camera” button at the bottom of the screen.
2. Choose the appropriate imaging parameters for the project. These should
be self-explanatory. (One item that may confuse first time users is the
landscape / portrait option: landscape means the long axis of the image is
perpendicular to the line of flight, whilst in portrait mode it is parallel to
the line of flight.)
3. When the correct parameters have been chosen, click the “Accept” button
to create the flight plan.
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Choice of Run Direction
On accepting the project parameters, the method of calculating the flight lines
must be chosen. They can be either:
•
•
•
•

Automatically calculated
Forced north-south
Forced east-west
Set in a custom direction

Selecting ”AUTOCALC” will give the further option of choosing the optimum
flight plan: you can either minimise the number of turns, minimise the total
length flown, or minimise the number of frames captured.
Specifying a custom flight run direction is useful if you plan on operating in
strong winds, or have air traffic control limitations.
Note that even after the flight plan has been created, these options can be
revisited.
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A Typical Polygon Flight Plan
The image on the right shows a typical flight plan. The symbols have the
following meanings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yellow lines:
Red lines:
White/red dots:
Green polygon:
Blue polygon:
Purple outline:

flight lines
key runs
trigger points
area of interest
buffer area
complete area of
coverage

Key Runs
All versions of FlightPlanner give the option of adding key runs to the flight
plan (shown in red in the previous image).
Keys runs are aligned perpendicular to the flight lines –they are useful for
adding geometric ‘strength’ to the photography. This is particularly important
for mapping projects which require highly accurate results.
In the Project Parameters dialog, you can choose how many Key Runs to add to
the block, but you can’t choose their location –the algorithm determines the
best location automatically.
It is recommended that you add more key runs than are actually required, then
manually delete the unwanted key runs.
Key runs can be deleted by selecting them with the left mouse button, and
then hitting the DELETE key.
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Flight Plan Information
As well as creating the flight plan, FlightPlanner also gives
information about the acquisition parameters, such as
input area and capture area.
Note that units can be converted from metric to imperial
by clicking the settings button on the toolbar, or clicking
“File” and “Settings” on the menu bar.
The view can be changed by using the tools under the
“View” menu item.
The imaging parameters can be changed by going back to
the “Project parameters” dialogue, and changing
whichever variables need changing.
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Additional Flight Plan Information
The Pro and Ultimate versions of FlightPlanner will show extra information for
entities (lines and camera stations):
If a line is selected, the following data is displayed:
•
•
•
•
•

Line number, length and bearing
Number of camera stations
Height above ground level (AGL)
UTM coordinates of the start and end points
Max. and min. GSD for the images on that line

• Line number and camera station number
• Location (UTM coordinates)
• Terrain height, line height and GSD
This extra information is especially useful with flight planning over regions with
varying terrain.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

If a camera station is selected:

Selecting Points or Lines
Points and lines may have to be selected so that they can be modified or
deleted.
1. To select a single point in a flight plan, just
draw a box around that point by holding
down the left mouse button and dragging
around the point.
2. To select multiple points, simply draw a box
around all the points that need to be
selected, again by using the left mouse
button.
3. To select a whole line, zoom in (using the mouse wheel), and draw a box
that intersects the flight line to be selected, but doesn’t contain any trigger
points. If the box contains trigger points, then they will be selected, and the
line will not be selected.
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Modifying a Polygon Flight Plan
Once a flight plan has been created, it can be modified as follows:
1. Rotate the flight lines clockwise or anti-clockwise (use the buttons on the
toolbar, or use the “ , ” and “ . ” keys
2. Specify a new direction for the flight lines by clicking the button on the
toolbar to bring up the “custom rotation” dialogue box.
3. Reset the lines to North-South, or East-West, again by using the buttons on
the toolbar.
4. Delete individual points or whole lines.
If the whole flight plan is modified (e.g. by rotating the flight line direction)
after flight lines or points have been deleted, then the delete function will be
undone. Therefore, it is recommended to choose the correct flight line
direction before deleting points or lines.
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Flight Planning (Paths)
Creating a Path Flight Plan
In addition to polygon flight plans, it is also possible to create poly-linear (or
path) flight plans.
Path flight plans are created when a single line of data is required, usually to
follow a linear feature such as a road, coastline or border.

2. When the path is complete, the project parameters can be selected.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

1. The path is created by clicking the path drawing tool, and drawing the path,
or by importing a path as a .KML/.KMZ file.

Project Parameters (Paths)
The camera can be chosen from the dropdown list, or if the required camera is
not listed, there is an “Add new camera” button at the bottom of the screen.
There are fewer imaging parameters to select when using path mode
compared to polygon mode. This is because some of the polygon parameters
(side overlap for example) are not relevant to path flight planning.
When the correct parameters have been selected, clicking the “Accept” button
will create the flight plan.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

Whenever a path flight plan is created, FlightPlanner will indicate the spacing
between subsequent camera stations.

A Typical Path Flight Plan
The camera stations are shown as red dots, numbered sequentially from the
start to the end of the path.
The purple boundary shows the complete coverage of the camera footprints.
A path flight plan can be modified by selecting points or line segments to be
deleted.
The other tools for modifying polygon flight plans (rotate, North-South lines
etc.) can not be applied to path flight plans.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only
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Exporting the Flight Plan
Once the flight plan has been created (either Polygon or Path) it can be
exported using the export function.
The flight plan can be exported in any of the following formats:
• Flight plan file, for use with FlightPlanner or Aviatrix (AeroScientific’s
camera control software –see: www.aeroscientific.com.au/aviatrix.html)
• Google Earth .KML file of the flight lines
• Google Earth .KML file of the 3D flight lines
• Google Earth .KML file of the polygon/path
• ForeFlight .KML file, for use with the ForeFlight app
(www.foreflight.com)
• FPL file (Garmin)
• GML file, compatible with some Garmin GPS units
• .GPX file, compatible with some Garmin GPS units
• .GPSU text file, for use with GPSUtility software(www.gpsu.co.uk, a
software package for uploading flight lines to various GPS units)
• .PNG image file: a screen grab of the FlightPlanner screen
To export all of these file formats in a single click, select “Export all…”. The files
will be stored in their own directory.
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Using Terrain Models
FlightPlanner Pro and Ultimate support the use of terrain models in flight
planning. This offers several advantages:
1. Ensure consistent forward overlap in regions of high terrain by moving
camera stations closer to each other on the flight lines.
2. Ensure consistent side overlap in regions of high terrain by moving flight
lines closer to each other.

As a result of using terrain models when operating in regions of high terrain,
the flight plan can always be optimized: GSD and overlap will be close to their
specified values, and the number of images acquired will be minimized.
To be compatible with FlightPlanner, the DEM file format must be either .BSQ
or .BIL, with geographics style (lat/long) projection, single-band, 16-bit float.
Typically an ENVI-type .hdr file will accompany the .BSQ or .BIL file. The
maximum supported file size is 1.25GB.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

3. Ensure GSD and overlap remain within tolerance by changing the height of
flight lines.

Importing a Terrain Model
We recommend importing terrain
models from the Global Mapper GIS
software (www.globalmapper.com).
The following steps outline how to do
this.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

1. In Global Mapper, choose
“Download Online
Imagery/Topo/Terrain Maps…”
from the File menu.
2. Select ASTER GDEM in the list of
DTM choices. Select the required
area in the bottom half of the
dialogue.
3. Once the DEM has loaded into the
view, select “Export Elevation Grid
Format” from the File menu.
4. Choose .BIL/.BIP/.BSQ format.
5. Make the Export Options match the image above:
a. Format:
Elevation BIL –2 Bytes (16 bits)
per Sample
b. Sample spacing:
0.0004167 arc degrees for both X & Y
c. Interpolate to fill small gaps: YES
d. Generate a world file:
YES
e. Use ESRI HDR file format:
YES
6. Give your DTM a sensible name so you can identify it in FlightPlanner later.
Note that multiple files will be outputted including the .BIL file itself.
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7. Put all these files in a folder called “DEMS”. This folder can reside
anywhere on your computer. However, note that some installations of
Windows have limitations on where you can store files (e.g. in some cases
the C drive cannot be used).

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only
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Using a DTM in Flight Planning
The use of terrain models is controlled through the “Terrain Options” dialogue
box (shown below). This can be accessed using the terrain icon on the toolbar.
This icon also indicates whether terrain features are turned on or off.
indicates that terrain features are switched off
indicates that terrain features are switched on
The terrain model dialogue box allows the user to choose the following
options:
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

• Whether to consider the DTM in planning
• Whether to visualize the terrain model over the top of the streaming
maps
• Which terrain model to use
• Fit the terrain model to the screen (using the “FIT” button)
• Set the path where the
terrain models are stored.
Since not all installations of
Windows will allow files to
be stored in certain
locations, the user can
choose the default location
of where to store the
terrain models.
• Open or rescan the storage
location to detect newly
created terrain models.

When FlightPlanner Pro/Ultimate is started, any terrain models that have been
added to the DEMS folder will be automatically imported. If terrain features
have been switched on, the terrain models are indicated by red or green
rectangles: the green rectangle is the active terrain model, whilst the red
rectangles are non-active terrain models.
Note that if terrain features have been switched on, then flight planning can
only take place within the area covered by the active terrain model (i.e. within
the green rectangle).
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

To flight plan outside of the area covered by the active terrain model, the
terrain features must be switched off.

The imported terrain models can be visualised in FlightPlanner as a semitransparent overlay:

Bing maps background

Care must be taken when using terrain models in flight planning to ensure that
sensible numbers are entered into the project parameters dialogue box. For
example, if the flying height of the aircraft is below the terrain height in the
region of the flight plan, then strange results could occur.
To guard against using incorrect values, there are some automatic warnings. It
is recommended that the user be guided by these warnings, to make good
decisions about the project parameters.
Although FlightPlanner
will warn when strange
behaviour could occur,
this won’t stop
FlightPlanner from
creating the flight plan.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

Blank background

The flight plan below shows how the flight lines have been automatically
moved closer together to ensure that side overlap does not drop below the
value set in the project parameters (in this case, 40%).
It can also be clearly seen that the trigger points have been automatically
moved closer together over high terrain to ensure the forward overlap is not
less than 70% (the value set in the project parameters).
Note that the pixel size is associated with the lowest point in the flight plan
area. Therefore, the pixel size will never be coarser than the value specified in
the project parameters.
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

Finally, although FlightPlanner Pro/Ultimate can account for varying terrain
heights in a single flight plan, in some cases, for greatest efficiency, it is better
to create two flight plans at different heights.

Flight Plans with Lines at Different Heights
FlightPlanner Ultimate gives the user the option of creating a flight plan with
lines at different heights. This can lead to more consistent GSD and overlap,
and fewer images to cover the same area.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

In order to create flight
lines of varying heights,
the check box in the
“Terrain Options” dialogue
(“Vary flight-line height to
maintain more constant
GSD?”) must be checked.
To get full benefit from
creating a flight plan with
lines of varying height, it is
recommended that a flight
management system is
used which can handle
flight lines of varying
height. Aviatrix Ultimate,
our own flight
management system can
do this really well!
There are good reasons for creating flight plans with flight lines at different
heights:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced number of flight lines
Fewer frames to capture
Less variance in the GSD across all the acquired frames
More consistent forward and side overlap
Better terrain clearance for the aircraft
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The algorithm which determines the height of the flight lines firstly aims to
preserve the forward and side overlap, whilst simultaneously ensuring that the
GSD does not increase above the maximum value specified by the project
parameters.
Note that flight plans with varying flying heights can only be applied to polygon
flight plans. Support for path flight plans will be added at a later date.
As an example, a flight plan was created for the same area, but firstly using a
fixed flying height, and then secondly a varying flying height.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

The varying flying height achieves
the following efficiencies:
• Reduced flight distance, from
273km to 216km
• Reduced number of turns
from 21 to 16
• Reduced number of frames
from 2025 to 1312
In the varying flying height flight
plan, the heights of the lines range
from 3081 feet to 3981 feet, as
opposed to being fixed at 3023 feet.
Over the areas of higher terrain, this
gives a much better safety margin.
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Comparison in Google Earth of fixed height flight lines and varying height flight
lines:

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only
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Free-draw Flight Plans
The free-draw flight planning tools are used when a polygon or path flight plan
won’t meet the requirements of the project.

Note that free draw flight plans cannot be used with terrain models. If a terrain
model is loaded, the flight planning algorithm will ignore it, and assume that
the terrain is a flat surface.
The free-draw tool is useful for
creating non-regular flight plans.
Flight lines can be placed wherever
they are required. They can be
modified as follows:
• Lengthened and shortened
• Rotated
• Duplicated and deleted
Free-draw mode is activated using
the free-draw tool icon on the
toolbar.
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The process is started by dropping a
single flight line on a map. Next the
camera and imaging parameters are
chosen. Then the user has the
complete freedom in designing the
flight plan: replicate lines, lengthen
or shorten them, rotate them, move
them, delete them. It’s the most
flexible way of creating a flight plan.

Using the Free-draw Tool
1. Using the free-draw tool is slightly more complicated than the polygon and
path planning tools.
2. Open FlightPlanner (Pro or Ultimate), and browse to the location of the
flight plan.

4. Either:
a. Add more lines, making sure the free-draw tool is active (it appears
green),
or
b. Modify the current lines by highlighting them, making sure the select
tool is active (it appears green).
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FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

3. Click the free-draw tool icon on the toolbar, and add the first line of the
flight plan. At this point you’ll be prompted to select the camera
parameters.

Free-draw: Replicating Lines

1. A single line has been added to the flight plan,
and project parameters have been selected.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

2. The single line has been highlighted using the
select tool. It can now be used to modify the
flight plan.

3. Clicking with the left mouse button on the left
hand side of the highlighted line, whilst holding
CTRL and SHIFT, the line is replicated to the
left.

4. Similarly, clicking with the left mouse button
on the right hand side of the highlighted line,
whilst holding CTRL and SHIFT, the line is
replicated to the right.
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Free-draw: Rotating and Adding
1. One or more lines can be rotated by
highlighting those lines, then using the “, “ and
“ . ” keys to rotate anti-clockwise and
clockwise.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

2. Lines can be rotated independently of each
other. It’s only the highlighted line or lines that
are rotated.

3. By activating the free-draw tool, further lines
can be added anywhere in the flight plan.
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Free-draw: Lengthen, Shorten, Move

1. One or more selected lines can be lengthened
using the “=”, “0” and “]” keys. These keys will
lengthen the line at either or both ends.

FlightPlanner Pro or Ultimate only

2. One or more selected lines can be shortened
using the “-”, “9” and “[” keys. These keys will
shorten the line at either or both ends.

3. One or more selected lines can be moved by
holding the SPACEBAR and moving the mouse.
Releasing the SPACEBAR will drop the line at
the required place.
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List of Free-draw Hot Keys
Hot key
CTRL + SHIFT + left mouse button
(click to the left of the highlighted line)
CTRL + SHIFT + left mouse button
(click to the right of the highlighted line)

Action
Replicate the highlighted line to the left
Replicate the highlighted line to the right

Rotate the highlighted line(s) anti-clockwise

.

Rotate the highlighted line(s) clockwise

Left mouse with activated free-draw tool

Add a new line to the flight plan

9

Shorten the line at the left hand end

0

Lengthen the line at the left hand end

-

Shorten the line at the right hand end

=

Lengthen the line at the right hand end

[

Shorten the line at both ends

]

Lengthen the line at both ends

SPACEBAR and mouse

Move the line to a new position
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,

And Finally…
Interfacing with Other Software
FlightPlanner can create files which are compatible with the following
software:
• Aviatrix, AeroScientific’s camera control and flight management system:
FlightPlanner has been developed alongside Aviatrix. Together the two
applications form a powerful tool for airborne data acquisition. Further
details about Aviatrix can be found on the AeroScientific website.
• ForeFlight, an iPad application for flight navigation:
Many pilots in the US use ForeFlight for in-flight navigation. It is possible
to load your own flight plans into ForeFlight, if they are in the correct
.KML format. FlightPlanner can create appropriately formatted .KML files
compatible with ForeFlight (called user_waypoints.kml).
• GPSUtility, an application for uploading data to various GPS units:
This application allows users to upload flight plans to their aviation GPS
unit, such as the Garmin 196 or 296.
Note that functionality for other software can be added on request. Please
contact us for details.
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Menu Functions
• File menu
- Clear flight plan:
- Clear all:
- Clear imported map(s):
- Settings:
- Exit:
• Import menu
- .KML/.KMZ file:
- Flight Plan
- Map(s):
- .KML /.KMZ (view only):
- Trigger Points/Flight Lines
(ASCII text file)
- Shape file:
- Track’Air snapPLAN file:
- Track’Air snapBASE file:
- Topoflight KML file:

• Process menu
- Project parameters:
- Auto calculate flight lines:
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Clear the current flight plan
Clear the current flight plan, and the
polygon/path
Clear any imported background maps
(Pro and Ultimate only)
Open the Settings dialog
Exit the software

Import a Google Earth file (either
polygon or path)
Import a flight plan created in
FlightPlanner
Import one or more static background
maps (Pro and Ultimate only)
Import a .KML/.KMZ file for loading in
the background (Pro and Ultimate only)
Import an ASCII text file of flight line
start/end points (Pro and Ultimate only)
Import an ESRI shape file containing
polygons (Ultimate only)
Import a Track’Air snapPLAN file
(Ultimate only)
Import a Track’Air snapBASE file
(Ultimate only)
Import a .KML file created by the
Topoflight software (Ultimate only)

Open the Project Parameters dialog
Automatically calculate the most
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- North-South / East-West:
- Rotate (anti-) clockwise:
- Rotate custom:

• View menu
- Zoom in / out:
- Fit to screen:
- Flight plan information:
- Hide / show flight lines:
- Hide / show camera
stations:
- Hide / show capture
boundary:
- Hide / show footprints:
- Hide / show streaming
maps:
- Hide / show imported
maps:
• Map menu
- Search:
- Information:
- Save:
- Measure:
- Lat/Long:
- Streaming map:
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efficient flight plan
Align the flight plan north to south or
east to west
Rotate the flight lines clockwise /
anticlockwise
Rotate the flight lines to a specified
bearing

Zoom the display in and out
Fit the flight plan to the screen
Shows the details of the flight plan
Hide or show the calculated flight lines
Hide or show the calculated camera
stations
Hide or show the boundary of complete
capture
Hide or show the calculated image
footprints
Hide or show the live streaming maps
Hide or show the imported background
maps

Find a location based on place name
Display the address of the current
location (if available)
Download the currently displayed map
(* see note below)
Measure a distance on the map
Find a location based on decimal latitude
and longitude
Opens the Streaming Map selection box
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- Imported Map(s):

Opens the Imported Map selection box,
when imported maps have been added
(Pro and Ultimate only)

* Saving the map layer:
The Save function is used for downloading online maps
(Google, Bing etc.) at a specified resolution. Importantly, the
downloaded map is georeferenced, so can be loaded directly
into any GIS software. The file format is uncompressed .PNG,
with associated world and projection files (.PGW and .PRJ).
Before download commences, it is possible to specify the
resolution of the data (default is level 17 which uses a pixel size
of 1m. Level 18 is 0.5m, and 16 is 2m) The higher the number,
the finer the resolution.
• Export menu
- Flight plan file (native):
-

Save an .fpl file later reopening in
FlightPlanner
.KML file (flight lines):
Save a .KML file of the planned flight
Lines
.KML file (flight lines 3D): Save a .KML file of the 3D flight lines
.KML file (polygon / path): Save a .KML file of the path or polygon
ForeFlight .KML file:
For use with ForeFlight software
.GPSU file (without trigger Save a file for use with GPSUtility
Points):
software
.GPX file:
Save a file for use with Garmin software
Screengrab (PNG):
Save a screengrab of the flight plan
Export All:
Export all file types

• Help menu
- Hot keys:
- About:
- Remove local license:
- Remove network license:
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Displays a list of keyboard shortcuts
Displays the current software version
Initiates removal of the Local License
Initiates removal of the Network License
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Mouse and Keyboard Shortcuts
This is a list of some of the mouse and keyboard shortcuts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

F key:
Up arrow:
Down arrow:
Left arrow:
Right arrow:
Escape / enter:
Left mouse:

• Right mouse:
• Mouse wheel:

Fit the flight plan to the screen
Zoom in
Zoom out
Rotate the flight plan anti-clockwise
Rotate the flight plan clockwise
Close the polygon or path
Click and drag to select either trigger points or whole
flight lines
Click and drag to pan
Zoom in and out

There are also other mouse and keyboard shortcuts used in the free-draw
planning mode. Details of these are given in the section “List of free-draw hot
keys”.
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Further Help and Support
If you need further help or support, you have the following options:
Email:

info@aeroscientific.com.au

Website:

www.aeroscientific.com.au

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/aeroscientific

Twitter:

twitter.com/aeroscientific

LinkedIn:

AeroScientific

We are currently building a global network of resellers. Please contact us to
find out if there is a reseller in your region, or if you are interested in becoming
a reseller.
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Important Notices
All users must read and fully understand the following notices from Spatial
Scientific Pty. Ltd. (“Spatial Scientific”). Please contact us immediately if there is
anything that is not understood.

Aviation Safety Notices
It is the responsibility of the end user to make sure that all legal and safety
requirements are met when using Spatial Scientific products in an aircraft, or in
an aviation related activity. A suitably qualified pilot and/or engineer must be
consulted.
The Aviatrix software is designed to assist with aircraft positioning related to
aerial survey. It is not certified for aircraft navigation, and must not be used for
this purpose. None of the data provided by the Aviatrix software (including but
not limited to speed, heading, distance, height) are guaranteed to be accurate.
All data presented to the operator are indicative only. Aviatrix is a camera
control system, not an aircraft navigation system.
It is the responsibility of the pilot-in-command to ensure that the use of the
Aviatrix camera control system does not compromise the safety of the aircraft.

Disclaimer
Information in this document is provided solely in connection with Spatial
Scientific products. Spatial Scientific reserves the right to make changes,
corrections, modifications, or improvements to this document, and the products
and services described herein at any time, without notice.
No licence to any intellectual property, expressed or implied, is granted under
this document. If any part of this document refers to any third-party products or
services it shall not be deemed a licence grant by Spatial Scientific for the use of
such third-party products or services, or any intellectual property contained
therein or considered as a warranty covering the use in any manner whatsoever
of such third party products or services or any intellectual property contained
therein.
© 2018 Spatial Scientific Pty. Ltd. – All rights reserved
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About AeroScientific
AeroScientific is a business unit of Spatial Scientific Pty. Ltd., an Australian-based
aerial services company. We develop, build and supply high-end (but costeffective) software and hardware to aerial photographers and aerial surveyors
worldwide.
Our PhD-qualified engineers have developed a range of software tools and
hardware solutions to simplify the process of aerial image acquisition. Our
software will take care of flight planning, aerial camera control, post-mission
analysis and multi-image alignment. All of our products have been fully
developed from the ground up by ourselves: we own 100% of the intellectual
property.
As aerial surveyors ourselves, with considerable experience in aerial survey
operations (topographic, multispectral, thermal and more), we feel that we truly
understand the challenges that operators face. We have developed our software
to make aerial image acquisition as simple and hassle-free as possible. Having
used our own custom-designed technology for many years, we are now pleased
to offer our clients this same technology. We've streamlined our own aerial
image acquisition process; we'd now like to help others streamline theirs.
We are keen to support everyone in the industry, from new operators who are
just beginning, to world-class survey companies that are looking to add new and
exciting technology to their operations. Our mission is to make aerial imaging
technologies accessible to anyone, through state-of-the-art technology,
innovation, leadership and collaborative partnerships.
Clients currently using AeroScientific products include U.S. federal government
departments, academic institutions around the world, state government bodies
in Australia, and numerous private companies, both large and small.
In 2014, AeroScientific won the Innovation Award at the Professional Aerial
Photographers Association annual conference in Las Vegas.
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About Spatial Scientific Pty. Ltd.
Spatial Scientific Pty. Ltd. is a geospatial technology company established by Dr.
Paul Dare in 2005. Even though Spatial Scientific has never received any external
private investment, it has been profitable every year since its beginning, and has
grown into a global.
The goal of Spatial Scientific has always been to research, develop and
commercialize new airborne imaging solutions, with a focus on using the latest
imaging and computer technologies. As a result, Spatial Scientific has managed
to create new market opportunities in the field of airborne remote sensing. By
exploiting these opportunities, the company has become a leading player in the
airborne remote sensing industry, both in Australia and around the world.
Spatial Scientific has followed two parallel business models: acquisition,
processing and delivery of airborne remote sensing data (under the brand
‘Remote Sensing Australia’); and development and sales of airborne imaging
systems to other airborne data providers (under the brand ‘AeroScientific’).
Although both business models have been successful for many years, Spatial
Scientific is currently investing more resources into the AeroScientific brand,
with the aim of becoming the global leader of low cost airborne imaging
systems.
Since its founding in 2005, Spatial Scientific has developed a solid background in
the use of imaging technologies to generate geospatial intelligence. The
company pursues airborne imaging technology that delivers maximum benefit
for industry, government and the wider community, and is dedicated to the
generation of products, services and outcomes that make a real-world
difference, both economically and sustainably.
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Spatial Scientific Pty. Ltd
PO Box 520, Blackwood,
SA 5051, Australia
Phone +61 405 141 647
info@aeroscientific.com.au
www.aeroscientific.com.au
Facebook / Twitter: @aeroscientific

